Fluorescence Anisotropy Reduction of Allosteric Aptamer for Sensitive and Specific Protein Signaling
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ABSTRACT: Real time protein signaling in a complex medium may provide a promising way for high-throughput protein analysis, but it is largely unmet due to the challenge of signal transduction and the interferences of nonspecific binding and high background. Our recent work indicates that a fluorescent aptamer can display a protein binding-induced reduction of fluorescence anisotropy (FA) (Zhang, D.; Lu, M.; Wang, H. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2011, 133, 9188–9191), which is exclusively different from a traditionally simplified concept hinting at a molecular size increase-induced FA increase. Inspired by this unexpected observation, we describe a novel FA reduction approach for protein signaling. The feasibility of this approach is demonstrated through the assays of a blood protein human α-thrombin and an oncoprotein human platelet-derived growth factor B-chain (PDGF-BB) using two screened fluorescent aptamers, respectively. By the developed FA reduction method, the spiked human α-thrombin in diluted serum can be detected at the concentration as low as 250 pM. In contrast, in a traditional molecular size-dependent FA assay, the thrombin spiked in diluted serum cannot induce reliable FA change even at a 256-fold higher concentration (64 nM). The results clearly show that the FA reduction approach has a dramatically enhanced specificity against target protein and high sensitivity in complex medium and is applicable to the no-separation based detection of proteins in biological matrices.

Versatile, high affinity, and high specific nucleic acid aptamers can be selected from an oligonucleotide library, synthesized with normal (and modified) bases, and have tremendous applications in proteomic study, bioanalysis, clinical diagnostics, and therapy.7−10 Because of good stability and ease-of-modification, DNA aptamers are favorable affinity ligands for development of real time protein signaling, which may provide a promising way for high-throughput protein analysis. Compared with classic immune-affinity reagents (e.g., IgG ∼ 150 kDa), DNA aptamers (∼4.5−30 kDa) are relatively small. Thus, the molecular size of an aptamer dramatically increases upon target protein binding, and consequently the tumbling (diffusional rotation) of the aptamer slows down.7−11,12 If it is fluorescently labeled with a small dye molecule, the slowly tumbling aptamer displays an increased signal in fluorescence anisotropy (FA). In general, FA is a function of molecular size and increases with increasing molecular size. By taking advantage of the dramatic molecular-size increase in the protein-aptamer binding and single fluorescent labeling of aptamer, the aptamer biosensors can be developed to transduce the binding events into increased FA responses.11−17 It is a simple and ideal way for real time protein signaling in homogeneous solution without the need for any separation but probably with a sacrifice of sensitivity, providing the possibility to achieve high-throughput analysis and a large scale of proteomic study. Aptamer-based FA measurements have been exploited for quantitative analysis of macromolecules and cells.11−17 In these traditional FA assays, an increase of FA response is produced, depending on an increased molecular size caused by the binding of aptamer to target protein.18 Similarly, nonspecific binding raised in complex biological fluids can also display an increased FA response and seriously interfere with the target protein analysis. Therefore, current FA assays meet a great challenge for protein analysis in complex biological fluids. In fact, real time protein signaling, on the basis of other analytical technologies, also remains challenging,19 probably due to the interferences resulting from nonspecific binding and high background in a protein-rich matrix, too.

Our recent work indicates that a fluorescent aptamer, labeled by a fluorophore at a selected nucleotide site, can display a reduced FA value in response to the target protein binding,20 which is exclusively different from a traditionally simplified concept hinting at molecular size increase-induced FA increase.11−18 The observed FA reduction is probably caused by the changes in aptamer conformation and the followed
diminishment of the intramolecular interactions between the labeled fluorophore and the adjacent bases of the aptamer upon the protein binding. Inspired by this unexpected observation, herein we describe an FA reduction approach for protein signaling in complex biological medium achieving an enhanced specificity and lower LOD. The advantage of LOD is primarily a reflection of the fact that nonspecific interactions that interfere with FA have been ameliorated due to FA reduction. Therefore, the approach can overcome the limitation of the traditional molecular size-dependent FA assays and provide the possibilities for practical applications and high-throughput protein analysis.

To demonstrate the principle-of-proof, we first examined the binding of human α-thrombin and the aptamer TA29 using homogeneous FA analysis as an example. TA29 has a selected sequence of 5′-AGT CCG TGG TAG GGC AGG TTG GGG TGA CT-3′ and may bind human α-thrombin in a probable quadruplex/duplex structure with a $K_d$ value of 0.5 nM. We investigated the labeled fluorophores and position on the aptamer, the effects of metal ions, the specific and nonspecific protein binding, and the detection of target protein spiked in biological fluids.

Tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) was chosen for the fluorescent labeling of TA29 aptamers because of its potential to intramolecularly interact with the G bases of the aptamers, which is a crucial factor to contribute to the induction of the pursued FA reduction (see later discussion). Two TA29 aptamers (5′-TMR-TA29 and 3′-TMR-TA29, see Table S1 in the Supporting Information) were obtained by the labeling of TA29 at the 5′- and 3′-end, respectively; and one mutant of TA29 (C15ST-TMR-TA29, see Table S1 in the Supporting Information) was obtained by the substitution of the 15th base C (cytosine) of TA29 for an internally labeled T (thymine), which is marked as C15ST. C15ST is a distant site of TA29 from the associated thrombin in the protein-aptamer complex and has five G bases surrounded within its 4 nt region. However, both the 3′-end and 5′-end of the TA29 only have one G base within their 4 nt regions. Among the three TA29 aptamers, only C15ST-TMR-TA29 displays a significant reduction in FA ($Δr = −0.081$) in the presence of human α-thrombin with a molar ratio of 1:1 (Figure 1). In contrast, both 5′-TMR-TA29 ($Δr = 0.010$) and 3′-TMR-TA29 ($Δr = 0.039$) display an increase in FA (Figure 1). Interestingly, in response to the thrombin binding the unique labeling of TMR at C15ST not only displays a significant reduction in FA but also causes the largest net FA change, which is 2.0–8.0-fold as large as that obtained by using 5′-TMR-TA29 and 3′-TMR-TA29.

The observed FA changes of the three aptamers, which were caused by human α-thrombin binding, were achieved in the presence of 100 mM NaCl. We measured the affinity of the aptamers in the presence of 100 mM NaCl using capillary electrophoresis-laser induced fluorescence analysis. It was found that all three aptamers (C15ST-TMR-TA29, 5′-TMR-TA29, and 3′-TMR-TA29) maintained high affinity ($K_d$ = 0.6–1.0 nM, see Table S2 in the Supporting Information). This is consistent with previous work showing that the labeling of TMR did not significantly change the affinity of these aptamers.

We further investigated the effects of three metal ions (Na+, Mg2+, and Ca2+) on the FA change of C15ST-TMR-TA29 upon thrombin binding. As shown in Figure 2, the FA reduction of C15ST-TMR-TA29 caused by thrombin binding is effectively aided by metal ion Na+. The maximum FA reduction was obtained at 100 mM NaCl ($Δr = −0.081$). In contrast, FA of the C15ST-TMR-TA29 ($Δr = 0.029$) slightly increases after its binding to thrombin in the absence of Na+. Similarly, the FA reduction upon thrombin binding can also be aided by Mg2+ and Ca2+ (Figure 2); however, the achieved maximum FA reductions obtained by Mg2+ ($Δr = −0.059$) and by Ca2+ ($Δr = −0.048$) are lower than that obtained by Na+ ($Δr = −0.081$).

The FA change caused by thrombin binding is also affected by the type of the labeled fluorophore (Figure 3). To understand the effects of the labeled fluorophore, we investigated four fluorophores (TMR, FAM (6-carboxyfluorescein), Cy3, and Cy5). All the investigated fluorophores were singly labeled at the same site of TA29 (C15ST). In addition to TMR, the labeled FAM can also generate a significant FA reduction in response to thrombin binding. Interestingly, this FAM-labeled C15ST-TA29 requires the involvement of Mg2+ to achieve the maximum FA reduction ($Δr = −0.022$). The use of the other two fluorophores, Cy3 and Cy5, cannot exhibit a FA reduction upon thrombin binding, probably due to a lack of a
known that the intramolecular interactions of the fluorophore bases are also supported by fluorescence intensity analysis. It is interactions between the labeled fluorophore and the adjacent can restrict the diffusional rotation of the labeled TMR and surrounded bases prior to the target protein binding, which prove the occurrence of the intramolecular interactions 3 displays the largest FA value (\( \Delta r = 0.145 \)) by the addition of the target protein (human \( \alpha \)-thrombin) was then added. Again, it was observed that the increased FA value for C15T-TMR-TA29 reduced from \( r = 0.316 \) to \( r = 0.171 \) (\( \Delta r = -0.145 \)) with the addition of the target protein (human \( \alpha \)-thrombin). However, negligible FA change was observed for 3'-TMR-TA29 (\( \Delta r = 0.001 \)) while the same concentration of the target protein was added (Figure 4C). These results suggest that FA reduction of C15T-TMR-TA29 is highly specific against the target protein binding and even resistant to the known DNA binding activity.

To understand the benefits of the FA reduction, we further tested one known DNA binding protein, E. coli mismatch repair protein MutS. As shown in Figure 4C, this protein can bind both aptamers (3'-TMR-TA29 and C15-TMR-TA29) and cause an increase in FA of the two aptamers (\( \Delta r = 0.096 \) for C15T-TMR-TA29; \( \Delta r = 0.053 \) for 3'-TMR-TA29). In the tested MutS-aptamer system (100 nM MutS and 20 nM aptamer), the target protein (20 nM human \( \alpha \)-thrombin) was then added. Again, it was observed that the increased FA value for C15T-TMR-TA29 reduced from \( r = 0.316 \) to \( r = 0.171 \) (\( \Delta r = -0.145 \)) with the addition of the target protein (human \( \alpha \)-thrombin) was then added. Again, it was observed that the increased FA value for C15T-TMR-TA29 reduced from \( r = 0.316 \) to \( r = 0.171 \) (\( \Delta r = -0.145 \)) with the addition of the target protein (human \( \alpha \)-thrombin) was then added. Again, it was observed that the increased FA value for C15T-TMR-TA29 reduced from \( r = 0.316 \) to \( r = 0.171 \) (\( \Delta r = -0.145 \)) with the addition of the target protein (human \( \alpha \)-thrombin). However, negligible FA change was observed for 3'-TMR-TA29 (\( \Delta r = 0.001 \)) while the same concentration of the target protein was added (Figure 4C). These results suggest that FA reduction of C15T-TMR-TA29 is highly specific against the target protein binding and even resistant to the known DNA binding activity.

To understand the benefits of the FA reduction, we further tested one known DNA binding protein, E. coli mismatch repair protein MutS. As shown in Figure 4C, this protein can bind both aptamers (3'-TMR-TA29 and C15-TMR-TA29) and cause an increase in FA of the two aptamers (\( \Delta r = 0.096 \) for C15T-TMR-TA29; \( \Delta r = 0.053 \) for 3'-TMR-TA29). In the tested MutS-aptamer system (100 nM MutS and 20 nM aptamer), the target protein (20 nM human \( \alpha \)-thrombin) was then added. Again, it was observed that the increased FA value for C15T-TMR-TA29 reduced from \( r = 0.316 \) to \( r = 0.171 \) (\( \Delta r = -0.145 \)) with the addition of the target protein (human \( \alpha \)-thrombin) was then added. Again, it was observed that the increased FA value for C15T-TMR-TA29 reduced from \( r = 0.316 \) to \( r = 0.171 \) (\( \Delta r = -0.145 \)) with the addition of the target protein (human \( \alpha \)-thrombin). However, negligible FA change was observed for 3'-TMR-TA29 (\( \Delta r = 0.001 \)) while the same concentration of the target protein was added (Figure 4C). These results suggest that FA reduction of C15T-TMR-TA29 is highly specific against the target protein binding and even resistant to the known DNA binding activity.

To understand the benefits of the FA reduction, we further tested one known DNA binding protein, E. coli mismatch repair protein MutS. As shown in Figure 4C, this protein can bind both aptamers (3'-TMR-TA29 and C15-TMR-TA29) and cause an increase in FA of the two aptamers (\( \Delta r = 0.096 \) for C15T-TMR-TA29; \( \Delta r = 0.053 \) for 3'-TMR-TA29). In the tested MutS-aptamer system (100 nM MutS and 20 nM aptamer), the target protein (20 nM human \( \alpha \)-thrombin) was then added. Again, it was observed that the increased FA value for C15T-TMR-TA29 reduced from \( r = 0.316 \) to \( r = 0.171 \) (\( \Delta r = -0.145 \)) with the addition of the target protein (human \( \alpha \)-thrombin) was then added. Again, it was observed that the increased FA value for C15T-TMR-TA29 reduced from \( r = 0.316 \) to \( r = 0.171 \) (\( \Delta r = -0.145 \)) with the addition of the target protein (human \( \alpha \)-thrombin). However, negligible FA change was observed for 3'-TMR-TA29 (\( \Delta r = 0.001 \)) while the same concentration of the target protein was added (Figure 4C). These results suggest that FA reduction of C15T-TMR-TA29 is highly specific against the target protein binding and even resistant to the known DNA binding activity.

Both 3'-TMR-TA29 and C15-TMR-TA29 display a thrombin concentration-dependent FA change in a standard buffer system (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl), but C15T-TMR-TA29 displays a 1-fold larger FA change in magnitude than 3'-TMR-TA29 over the titrated concentration range of the thrombin (Figure S5A). On the basis of the signal-to-noise ratio of S/N > 3, the estimated low limits of detection (LOD) for the thrombin using the two fluorescent aptamers are comparable (LOD, 100 pM), and the estimated dynamic range is about 0.1–2 nM.

We further investigated the sensitivity and specificity of the FA assays in a complex medium. Surprisingly, 3'-TMR-TA29
does not display a reliable FA change in response to the thrombin (0−64 nM) spiked in the 50-fold diluted human serum (Figure 5B). This is probably due to the interference resulting from nonspecific binding (e.g., electrostatic interactions) in diluted serum. It is known that more than 10 abundant proteins (about 90% of total protein in amount) are present in human serum.29 In addition, our fluorescence emission spectroscopy and FA analysis suggest the diluted serum can produce a strong fluorescence background (see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information) and high FA response (r > 0.5).

Interestingly, C15T-TMR-TA29 maintains its sensitivity to the thrombin spiked in diluted human serum and shows FA reductions similar to that obtained in a standard buffer system (Figure 5B). The observation may suggest that the FA reduction assay can overcome the possible interferences resulting from nonspecific protein binding, strong fluorescence background, and high FA response of human serum itself. The estimated LOD is about 250 pM in the presence of 50-fold diluted human serum, and the estimated dynamic range is about 250 pM−8 nM. In contrast, in a traditional molecular size increase-dependent FA assay using 3′-TMR-TA29 (Figure 5B), the thrombin spiked in diluted serum failed to induce a reliable FA change even at 64 nM. Evidently, the developed FA reduction approach shows at least 256 times higher sensitivity.

In addition to the screened FA-sensitive antihuman α-thrombin aptamer (C15T-TMR-TA29), a fluorescent aptamer was identified for detection of the PDGF-B chain using the FA reduction approach. The identified aptamer (5′-TMR-A1T-20t-4, see Table S1 in the Supporting Information) was screened out from the modification of a previously known anti-PDGF-B chain aptamer 20t (5′-TGG GAG GGC GCG TTC TTC GTG GTT ACT TTT AGT CCC G-3′), which has a secondary structure motif of a three-way helix junction and a three-nucleotide loop at the branch point.30 The fluorescent aptamer was obtained by truncating the 5′-terminal four bases of the original 20t aptamer30−32 and substituting the first adenine (from the 5′ end) for thymine in the truncated sequence and was fluorescently labeled by TMR at the 5′ end (5′-TMR-A1T-20t-4). The FA response of the screened aptamer decreases...
when the fluorescent aptamer titrated with PDGF-BB (Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). Although the maximum FA reduction of 5′-TMR-A1T-20t-4 caused by PDGF-BB binding is not as large as that of C15T-TMR-TA29 obtained by thrombin (Δr = −0.081), the results at least suggest that the FA reduction approach is potentially generalizable.

This work demonstrates a novel aptamer based FA approach for protein signaling, in which the FA value decreases in response to the target protein binding. In the previously designed aptamer biosensors, the aptamer-protein binding (e.g., 3′-TMR-TA29) always induces an increased FA response. As spiked in protein-rich matrix (e.g., serum), conventionally labeled aptamer (e.g., 3′-TMR-TA29) cannot sense the target protein thrombin even at the concentration of 64 nM. Benefiting from its tolerance to nonspecific binding, the newly designed aptamer can be used to detect 250 pM thrombin spiked in dilute serum, showing a dramatically enhanced specificity. It is evident that the new strategy brings up more promising practical applications for protein signaling.

In addition to the enhanced sensitivity and specificity, the developed FA reduction approach possesses all the advantages of the traditional FA assays compared with other protein signaling approaches. First, only a single fluorescent label is required per aptamer. Second, since it is a rationing technique (measuring the relative intensity of horizontal and vertical fluorescence emissions), FA measurement is inherently self-referencing and independent of the variable fluorescence intensity. Because of this property, FA measurement overcomes the common problems raised in fluorescence intensity based assays, such as photobleaching and is insensitive to source fluctuation and electronic drift. Third, FA analysis is a mix-and-measure method, simple and rapid, and has potentials in high-throughput analysis.
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